Din Rail Relays 20A

The PLLC UPB 20 AMP Relay is designed in a DIN Rail casing suitable for Wall mount or placing in concealed space e.g. “Roof” “Only if there is adequate ventilation and the product can be kept a room temperature

N.B. AIRFLOW: Care should be taken to ensure adequate airflow.

Prior to placing in Setup Mode, it is recommended to always “Default” the unit.

Press the UP Button 5 times….LED begins to flash…

Press the down button 10 times…

Then Press the UP button 2 times…LED stops flashing….the Unit has now be defaulted

Now press the UP button 5 times, to place the defaulted unit in Setup Mode

By using the UPSTART Software, downloaded from the PLLC Web site, you can now discover your UPB device and place or create your NEW Network